ViTrox is Once Again Joining Semicon Southeast Asia
2018 Held in MITEC, Kuala Lumpur
PENANG MALAYSIA – April 2018 – ViTrox Technologies announced that it will exhibit in Semicon Southeast Asia 2018 taking
place at Malaysian International Trade & Exhibition Centre (MITEC), Kuala Lumpur. The show is scheduled to take place on
22-24th May, 2018. “As we have entered the new era of Smart Manufacturing and Industrial 4.0, we are looking forward to
present you with ViTrox’s smart vision inspection solutions”, stated by Steven Siaw, Senior Vice President of ViTrox.
Customer needs are always ViTrox’s top priority. ViTrox’s products and services always serve the best interests of various
customer fields, especially in the back-end semiconductor, printed circuit board assembly and electronic communication
fields. The various type of ViTrox products will be showcased, such as Post Seal Vision Inspection Handler, Tray-based Vision
Handler, V-ONE Smart Manufacturing Solution and EtherCAT solution.
ViTrox’s VR20 Li (Post Seal Vision Inspection Handler) and TH1000Si (Tray-based Vision Handler) are one of the market
known best inspection solutions for back-end semiconductor industry. Both of these products focus on high speed and high
accuracy inspection needs. Moreover, the exceptional inspection speed performance can greatly increase the yields of
production lines. With this, it helps to improve the return of investment of customers! By the way, have you ever faced the
problem of machine downtime which leads to time constraint in your production line? By having V-ONE, no matter where
you are, it triggers you whenever there is issue happens. With this, it helps to maximize production efficiency and optimize
the production flow at the same time. Generally, V-ONE consists of 3 phases which are connect, visualize and ProAct. V-ONE
drives toward a highly customizable one-stop platform which offers data driven decisions in manufacturing by allowing
stakeholders to remote, visualize, monitor, control and implement condition-based alerts. There is no doubt that it can help
to save cost and time in manufacturing processes. By using V-ONE, it allows technicians or operators to manage assigned
work order and maintenance activities in a more user-friendly way.
Are you looking for a compact size of module, which is more user-friendly? EtherCAT IO is your best choice, which comprises
of 8 different modules for various different market needs. You can select the module ID by your own. This greatly helps user
in project development stage. The digital configuration IO helps to handle different needs on the field. In the nutshell, this is
the best time for you to visit our booth for experiencing the live demonstration of our products, at the same time our field
experts will be there to assist you for any inquiry. Last but not least, we have prepared some exciting and interesting booth
activities, such as Product Live Demo, Virtual Reality station and live entertainment. Trust me, you won’t be wasting your
time by visiting our booth as you may gain useful product information from us yet you still can enjoy leisure time by playing
booth activities or having a sip of coffee. Please do not miss this golden opportunity to experience the latest technology and
fun activities at ViTrox’s booth, #404! Let’s have fun together, can’t wait to see you soon!
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